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ABSTRACT

To what extent can social psychology study individuals within social contexts without strengthening

theories and methods appropriate for the analysis of individual development within changing

societies? Theoretical and epistemological arguments stressing the centrality of a temporal dimen-

sion are reviewed. In order to generate an objective picture of the current research practices,

a standardized content analysis was carried out on 699 empirical studies published around 2000 in the

European Journal of Social Psychology (EJSP), the British Journal of Social Psychology (BJSP), the

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (JPSP), the Journal of Community and Applied Social

Psychology (JCASP) and Social Psychology Quarterly (SPQ). This corpus was completed by a

four-point longitudinal analysis—1972/1986/1993/2000—of BJSP, EJSP and JPSP publications.

Findings reveal that most empirical studies are carried out on student samples and do not include

time- or age-related explanatory variables, particularly in European mainstream publications.

Structural analyses taking into account research methods, research topics, journals, and countries

of the first authors suggest two oppositions that organize the field of research: a laboratory versus

contextualized approach and a developmental versus monographic approach of social psychology.
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Social psychology has been the object of many critical debates during the last decades

since scholars like Gergen (1973), McGuire (1973) or Sampson (1977) have raised their

voices. Criticisms of social psychology have highlighted the historical development of an

individualistic mainstream experimental social psychology that relies on analyses of

variables produced by ‘subjects’ studied in ‘isolated’ laboratories. Debates have notably

criticized the lack of societal concerns within social psychology. Textbooks (Graumann,

1996; Moghaddam, 1987) and results of surveys addressed to social psychologists

(Scherer, 1993) depict social psychology as a geographically divided field. In these
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accounts, on the one hand, there is a North American mainstream experimental social

psychology purported to be qualified as more individualistic (focussed mainly on intra-

individual and interindividual levels of explanation), ahistorical and ethnocentric. On the

other hand, there is a European social psychology more concerned with the anchoring of

individuals in social positions, history and ideologies (Farr, 1996; Graumann, 1996; but see

Bar-Tal, 2004). Other proposed dimensions to account for the diversity of orientations

within social psychology are: social constructivism versus positivism, experimental

method versus methodological eclectism and universality versus relativity of theories and

results (Doise, 1993; Harré & Secord, 1972; Norenzayan & Heine, 2005; Rozin, 2001).

These epistemological debates have shed light on assumptions underlying research

practices in social psychology. What we would like to add is a systematic empirical account

of current and past research practices in order to describe the extent of the lack of

sensitivity to temporal issues (see McGrath & Tschan, 2004) and to discuss some of its

consequences.
Social psychology in a temporal vacuum?

In recent years, many social psychologists have made calls for developing a temporal

perspective within social psychology (Durkin, 1995; Fiske, 1998; Gergen, 1973; Madey,

2000; McGrath & Tschan, 2004; Ng, 1998; Nowak & Vallacher, 1998; Ruble & Goodnow,

1998; Van Geert, 1997). A first issue concerns the use of chronological age within social

psychology. Sears (1986) noted that most studies published in social psychology journals

use psychology students, threatening their external validity. Using students as prototypes of

social beings may misdirect the validity of explanations. The assumption of universality

(across space and time) may too often be taken for granted (Norenzayan & Heine, 2005).

For instance, many theories use self-enhancement as a central function of a large variety of

social psychological processes (e.g. see Baumeister, 1998; Ruble & Goodnow, 1998;

Sedikides & Strube, 1997). Robins, Trzesniewski, Gosling, and Potter (2002) have shown

that levels of self-esteem vary across the life span and that young adulthood is a life stage

during which the level of self-esteem is lower than in all subsequent life stages. Is low self-

esteem in young adulthood independent from the importance given to the search for a

positive self-esteem as an explanatory principle in social psychology?
Is time-sensitivity contingent on specific research paradigms?

A second question concerns the relationships between the time sensitivity of research

practices and other methodological aspects. It is a truism to say that experimental methods

are heavily used in mainstream social psychology. Following McGrath and Tschan (2004),

laboratory-oriented research tends to create an experimental time frame that is typically

different from the ‘natural’ systemic time. Experimental time usually constrains the types

of relationships that can be observed to specific phenomena and excludes, in most cases,

dynamic relationships over time. As stated by Condor (1996), ‘Laboratory experiments,

and, in particular technologies of data gathering, statistical analysis and report writing, tend

to result in reified representations which [. . .] are accomplished by the bracketing of the

‘movement’ of phenomena under investigation within the experimental setting’ (p. 293).

However, do alternative methods necessarily facilitate the study of social psychological

processes unfolding in time? What are the effects of using different types of research
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designs (experimental, correlational studies, qualitative analyses, etc.) on the inclusion of

time (under its different analytical forms of age, cohort or period) as an explanatory factor?

The study of time and the history of social psychology

The last question in this paper concerns the relationship between the space allocated to time

in published accounts of research practices and the evolution of social psychology as a

scientific field. Does an examination of changes in research practices over the last few

decades shed new light on alleged geographical divisions? Is there empirical evidence at all

for historical divisions between European and American social psychologists, between

sociological and psychological social psychologists or between fundamental and applied

social psychology? Provided there is, which of these divides have become more salient

over time, and which have vanished?

In summary, three different issues concerning the presence of the temporal dimension in

social psychology will be evaluated on the basis of a content analysis of journal articles. First,

the prevalence of various types of analytical strategies that allow studying change will be

evaluated across mainstream and alternative outlets in Europe and Northern America.

Second, we will investigate the extent to which the use of time-sensitive analyses is related to

consistent methodological and theoretical research paradigms. Taking into account research

designs, types of samples and research topics as additional dimensions should lead to

locating time-sensitive research practices within specific sections of social psychology.

Third, we will track changes in the prevalence, nature and location of time-sensitive analyses

in social psychology using a longitudinal perspective on publications, a strategy that others

have applied successfully to related questions (Haslam & McGarty, 2001).
METHOD

Corpus

A cross-sectional comparison of publications concentrated on five social psychology

journals considered among the 20 journals listed on www.socialpsychology.org/

journals.htm as general social psychology journals. The most frequently cited social

psychology journals on the two continents were selected: the British Journal of Social

Psychology (BJSP) and the European Journal of Social Psychology (EJSP) as the two

leading journals edited in Europe, and the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology

(JPSP) as the leading mainstream journal in the United States of America.

Furthermore, following the idea that social psychologists interested in theories with

time-related analyses may be prone to publish in applied social psychology journals, we

included the Journal of Community and Applied Social Psychology (JCASP). Finally, as a

last point of comparison, we decided to include a social psychology journal published by

sociologists, who might be less oriented toward student samples and experimental designs

(see Jones, 1998). For this alternative comparison, we chose the Social Psychology

Quarterly (SPQ; edited in the USA by the American Sociological Association).

For each of these five journals, every empirical article published in 2000 was coded,

meaning that we selected articles that presented one or several empirical studies that

included a detailed description of the study methodology. Contributions such as literature

reviews or other theoretical articles, meta-analyses, methodological articles, short notes or

comments have, therefore, been excluded. To have a sufficient number of articles from each
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journal for the purpose of quantitative comparisons, the reference period for four journals

was enlarged to include the second half of 1999 and the first half of 2001. The basic units of

coding were studies rather than articles. For articles subdivided into several empirical

studies, the methodology of each study was coded separately. Table 1 reports the total

number of articles and studies coded within each journal and their periods of publication.

Each journal’s year of creation and its impact factors in 2001 are also provided.

In addition to the cross-sectional comparison of articles in 2000, we gathered information

on the evolution of the three mainstream journals over the last 35 years. To this end, all

empirical articles that have been published inEJSPduring its first 2 years of existence (1971–

1972), as well as in 1985–1986 and 1992–1993, were coded (N¼ 245 articles, 362 studies).

Focussing on the same years, an equivalent number of publications within JPSP were

randomly selected (N¼ 284 articles, 633 studies). AsBJSPwas created in 1981, publications

for the last three time points only were coded for this journal (N¼ 182 articles, 229 studies).

Coding

Each publication was coded by taking into account three methodological issues: type of

sample, type of design and analysis of change. We defined coding categories,

independently applied these categories to the texts (equivalent to the selected publications),

and discussed disagreements among the three authors. This process resulted in the

following dimensions and categories:
� D
Co
ata analysis including time as an explanatory variable (longitudinal analysis; repeated

cross-sectional analysis; comparison between pre- and post-test measures; several

post-tests without pre-test during one session; one or several follow-up post-test;

retrospective or event-history analysis; other type of analysis including time as an

explanatory variable; no analysis including time as an explanatory variable).
� D
ata analysis including age as an explanatory variable (analysis including a continuous

age variable; comparison between at least two different age groups; no analysis

including age as an explanatory variable). If any information related to the age of

participants was provided, reported indicators were also registered, particularly central

indicators of the age distribution within the sample.
� T
ype of sample (no human population; not specified; representative sample of a country,

town or other social and geographical entity; university or college students; adolescents

or high school students; children, primary school or kindergarten pupils; non-student

youngsters; parents; sample composed by more than one clearly defined age group; other

heterogeneous sample; other homogenous sample such as members of a specific

professional group or of a specific type of organization).
� D
escription of participants’ age (at least one indicator provided among sample mean,

medium, mode or minimum–maximum range vs. ‘none of these’ indicators provided).
� S
tudy design (experimental: random assignment of subjects to one of at least two

different experimental conditions; correlational: data interpretation based on statistical

criteria and no random assignment; qualitative: data interpretation based on non-

statistical criteria).
� C
ountry of first author’s academic institution.

Once a high degree of inter-subjectivity with regard to the meaning of these coding

categories was reached by the three authors, the second and third authors applied this

system of coding to the major part of the corpus, including all studies published around
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Table 1. Cross-sectional comparison, selected journals and number of articles and studies

Time period Impact factor Year of creation N articles N studies

Journal
EJSP 1.7.1999–30.6.2001 1.13 1971 80 126
BJSP 1.7.1999–30.6.2001 1.43 1981 58 79
JPSP 1.1.2000–31.12.2000 3.61 1965 143 399
JCASP 1.7.1999–30.6.2001 0.55 1991 51 52
SPQ 1.7.1999–30.6.2001 1.27 1979 36 43

Total 368 699

Note: JPSP, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology; EJSP, European Journal of Social Psychology; BJSP,
British Journal of Social Psychology; JCASP, Journal of Community and Applied Social Psychology; SPQ, Social
Psychology Quarterly.
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2000. Furthermore, a psychology graduate student was trained to apply the coding system

to part of the older publications. To assess the reliability of the final coding, 144 studies

(11%) of the studies have been coded independently by the second and third authors, which

proved good inter-rater reliability for each classification relevant to the main results

reported here. Agreement for re-categorized type of sample (students vs. others) was 98%

(Cohen’s k¼ 0.95), 94% (k¼ 0.86) for study design (experimental, correlational or

qualitative), 98% (k¼ 0.72) for age as explanatory variable (present vs. absent) and 92%

(k¼ 0.70) for time as explanatory variable (present vs. absent).
Inventory of keywords

To supplement the information on research methodology by information on research

topics—for cross-sectional comparison (publication period from second semester 1999 to

first semester 2001)—a complementary inventory was constructed. This inventory was

based on the complete list of subject headings attributed to the articles on the PsycINFO

database (http://www.apa.org/psycinfo/). In a first step, any single word or sequence of

words appearing at least five times within this list was selected. In a second step, keywords

differing only grammatically (e.g. ‘cognitive process’ and ‘cognitive processes’) were

merged into a single category and more narrow keywords were added to more generic

categories of keywords (e.g. ‘college’ was added to the category of ‘school’). In a third

step, the remaining list of keywords was reduced by deleting any keywords appearing

fewer than 10 times as well as too general words that did not actually provide any

information about specific research topics (e.g. ‘social’, ‘human’, ‘process’, ‘analysis’).

The final inventory included 53 different keywords.

RESULTS

Prevalence of publications including time-sensitive analyses

Only a small minority of studies in the mainstream journals included any analysis using

time as an explanatory variable (EJSP: 18.3%; JPSP: 19.3%; BJSP: 16.5%). Such studies

were also a minority in JCASP (26.9%) and, to a lesser extent, in SPQ (44.2%). Articles

were classified into one of four categories: those containing at least one longitudinal

analysis, those containing only analyses of changes within very short time periods (within
Copyright # 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Community Appl. Soc. Psychol., 19: 165–181 (2009)
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Table 2. Distribution of time as explanatory variable across articles published in five journals in
2000

Longitudinal
analyses (%)

Micro-temporal
analyses (%)

Other temporal
analyses (%)

No temporal
analysis (%) N

Journal
EJSP 7.7 3.8 6.4 82.1 78
JPSP 14.0 4.9 12.6 68.5 143
BJSP 8.8 5.3 3.5 82.5 57
JCASP 14.0 0.0 12.0 74.0 50
SPQ 22.2 8.3 22.2 47.2 36

First author
Europe 11.0 5.9 9.6 73.5 136
North America 14.6 4.3 13.5 67.6 185

Total sample 12.6 4.4 10.7 72.3 364

Note: JPSP, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology; EJSP, European Journal of Social Psychology; BJSP,
British Journal of Social Psychology; JCASP, Journal of Community and Applied Social Psychology; SPQ, Social
Psychology Quarterly.
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one research session; labelled ‘micro-temporal’ analyses hereafter), those containing any

other analysis including time as an explanatory variable (merging a priori and a posteriori

sub-classifications) but no longitudinal analysis, and those that did not contain any study

reporting such an analysis. The most frequent types of analyses that were classified as

‘other’ were retrospective or event history analyses, test–retest reliability analyses,

analyses comparing group level distributions at particular moments in time to baseline

distributions (including before–after event comparisons), and analyses of diary

completions over a certain period of time.

Frequencies across the five journals are given in Table 2. To estimate the size and

significance of observed differences between journals, we computed regression

coefficients based on simple binary logistic analysis. Results reported are B coefficients,

which are logarithms of odds ratios, as well as p-values based on the ratio between these

coefficients and their standard errors. Articles that included time as an explanatory variable

were significantly more frequent in JPSP than in EJSP (B¼ 0.74, p< .05) and BJSP

(B¼ 0.77, p< .05). SPQ had significantly more articles that included time-related

explanations than did all other journals (EJSP: B¼ 1.63, p< .001; JPSP: B¼ 0.89, p< .05;

BJSP: B¼ 1.66, p< .001; JCASP, B¼ 1.16, p< .05). Articles containing longitudinal

analyses were also statistically more frequent in SPQ than in EJSP (B¼ 1.23, p< .05) and

marginally more prevalent than within BJSP (B¼ 1.09, p< .10). Articles containing other

types of analyses with time as an explanatory variable were also more frequent in SPQ than

in the two European mainstream journals (EJSP: B¼ 1.43, p< .05; BJSP: B¼ 2.06,

p< .05).

At the level of first authors, the overall frequency of publications including a temporal

dimension was not significantly higher between articles signed first by North American

authors and those having European authors (B¼ 0.29, n.s.), nor was this difference

significant for any particular type of temporal analysis.

Analyses including age as an explanatory variable were also recorded. Such analyses

were extremely rare in mainstream publications. There was less than 2% of such studies in

both EJSP and JPSP and none in BJSP. In contrast, there was a substantial minority of
Copyright # 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Community Appl. Soc. Psychol., 19: 165–181 (2009)
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19.2% of studies in JCASP and 23.3% of studies in SPQ that reported analyses including

age as an explanatory variable.

In terms of articles, a very similar pattern emerged. There was 1.3% of articles reporting

at least one analysis including age as an explanatory variable (either discrete or continuous)

in EJSP, 4.9% in JPSP, none in BJSP, 19.6% in JCASP and 25.7% in SPQ. It would be

hardly meaningful to compute estimates of effect size or significance for comparisons

implicating the three mainstream journals. Obviously, within our corpus, analyses of age

differences were only a relevant phenomenon for JCASP and SPQ, and the difference

between these two journals was not significant (B¼�0.35, n.s.).
Prevalence of related methodological aspects and location of time-sensitive analyses

within the field

Type of sample. Among the analysed publications in 2000, the majority of articles

within the three mainstream journals exclusively used student samples (JPSP: 73%, EJSP:

69%, BJSP: 54%). Articles with only student samples were also the modal category for

SPQ (35%). Only JCASP had a clearly different pattern: articles containing studies with

homogenous adult groups (including parents, but no study with more than one age group)

were far more frequent (59%) than articles relying exclusively on student samples (12%).

Additional synthetic categories were: studies with heterogeneous samples (and possibly

student samples); children, adolescent or youngsters samples (and possibly heterogeneous

or student samples) and at least one study with more than one age group. Interestingly,

there was no significant difference in the rate of articles publishing exclusively student

sample studies between EJSP and JPSP (B¼ 0.17, n.s.). BJSP had a significantly lower

rate of student sample articles than both EJSP (B¼�0.83, p< .05) and JPSP (B¼�0.66,

p< .05). Conversely, homogenous adult samples were more frequent in BJSP than in both

EJSP (B¼ 1.21, p< .05) and JPSP (B¼ 2.52, p< .001). Articles including various age

groups were more frequent in JPSP than in EJSP (B¼ 1.88, p< .05), whereas they were

completely absent in BJSP.

As expected, SPQ and JCASP revealed a particular profile. JCASP distinguished itself

by a rate of articles with homogenous adult samples that went far beyond the other four

journals (EJSP: B¼ 2.87, p< .001; JPSP: B¼ 4.17, p< .001; BJSP: B¼ 1.66, p< .001;

SPQ: B¼ 1.23, p< .01); articles with only student samples were of only marginal

importance within this journal. SPQ had a significantly higher rate of articles with

homogenous adult samples than EJSP (B¼ 1.64, p< .01) and JPSP (B¼ 2.94, p< .001). A

similar picture regarding differences between Europe and North America emerged when

the analysis concentrated on the institutional affiliation of first authors, rather than journals.

Homogenous adult samples (B¼ 1.04, p< .01) and samples of children or adolescents

(B¼ 1.14, p< .01) were significantly more frequent in articles signed by European than by

North American (i.e. US or Canadian) authors. Conversely, samples composed of various

age groups (B¼�1.64, p< .01) and student samples (B¼�0.75, p< .01) were less

frequent within publications with European rather than North American first authors.

A striking result emerged concerning the description of participants’ age: within each of

the five journals, a majority of articles did not give any information concerning age (or year

of birth) of participants. Indeed, there was no such mention in 61% of articles published in

JPSP (72% of studies), 63% of articles published in EJSP (71% of studies), 59% in BJSP

(63% of studies), 51% in JCASP (52% of studies) and 61% in SPQ (63% of studies). At the

level of articles, none of the differences between journals were significant.
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For the minority of publications providing central indicators of sample age, a ‘mean’ age

of participants by article (mean of central indicators across studies, if more than one) was

computed. The distribution of these mean ages within journals revealed that participants

were distributed around early adulthood in a very similar way across the three mainstream

journals (EJSP: M¼ 23.4, ranging from ages 3 to 55; JPSP: M¼ 23.2, ranging from 3 to

55; BJSP: M¼ 23.8, ranging from 17 to 39). Differences between JCASP (M¼ 28.4,

ranging from 13 to 42), SPQ (M¼ 37.4, ranging from 24 to 60) and the three other journals

were not significant, though actually based on too few cases.

Type of design. Analyses focussed on the level of articles on the basis of five mutually

exclusive categories. In addition to three simple categories (articles containing exclusively

experimental, correlational or qualitative studies), two mixed categories were used: articles

containing both experimental and correlational studies and articles containing both

qualitative and quantitative (experimental or correlational) studies. Results revealed a

pattern of differences between journals that appeared to be similar to that found for types of

sample. Again, there was no significant difference between EJSP (63%) and JPSP (52%)

with regard to predominance of exclusively experimental studies over other types of design

(B¼ 0.31, n.s.), whereas there were significantly fewer publications of this type in BJSP

(38%) than in both EJSP (B¼�0.99, p< .001) and JPSP (B¼�0.68, p< .01). Qualitative

articles constituted an important minority within BJSP (22%), but they were completely

absent in JPSP and EJSP.

Again, the two remaining journals showed a contrasting profile: correlational articles were

by far the most common type of article in JCASP (60%) and in SPQ (78%). All differences

with other mainstream journals were highly significant, for JCASP (EJSP: B¼ 1.24,

p< .001; JPSP: B¼ 1.10, p< .001; BJSP: B¼ 0.97, p< .01), as well as for SPQ (EJSP:

B¼ 2.09, p< .001; JPSP:B¼ 1.95,p< .001;BJSP:B¼ 1.82, p< .001). Qualitative articles

constituted an important minority for JCASP (28%), but there was only a single qualitative

article in SPQ. It is also noteworthy that across the 367 articles published in any of the five

journals, there were only two articles integrating both quantitative and qualitative studies.

The publication of qualitative research appeared thus to be strictly separated from

quantitative findings and to be confined to BJSP and JCASP within our corpus.

Differences between continents revealed the same pattern at the level of first authors as

among journals. Correlational designs (B¼�0.68, p< .01) as well as mixed quantitative

designs (�1.01, p< .05) were significantly less frequent within articles signed by

European as compared to North American first authors, whereas published qualitative

research articles all had a European first author. There was no significant difference with

regard to the frequency of experimental designs (B¼ 0.18, n.s.).

Organization of the field. Next, we addressed to what extent the three methodological

aspects (type of sample; study design; analysis of change) are interrelated in a systematic

and meaningful way. Our purpose was to investigate the extent to which the field is

organized by specific patterns of association between research methods and research

topics. Using SPAD software (Morineau & Aluja-Banet, 1998), an analysis of

correspondences was carried out on the basis of a table of contingencies, reporting the

frequency of occurrence of the 53 keywords within subgroups of articles defined by the use

of one particular type of method (e.g. the frequency of occurrence of the 53 keywords

within articles using a longitudinal method), taking into account separately the three

aforementioned methodological variables: type of sample (five categories: the same as in

previous analyses), type of design (four categories; the extremely rare combination of
Copyright # 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Community Appl. Soc. Psychol., 19: 165–181 (2009)
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quantitative and qualitative methods was removed from this variable) and analysis of

change (five categories; articles including age as an explanatory variable were added as a

supplementary category to the ‘time as explanatory variable’ categories).

The first two factors resulting from this analysis explained 51% of the overall variance

between articles based on methodology. The coordinates of both keywords and

methodological categories on these two factors are represented in Figure 1. Factor

coordinates of journals defined as illustrative variables are represented in the same figure. In

order to facilitate the interpretation of factor coordinates, a hierarchical cluster analysis was

carried out on the coordinates on the first two factors of keywords, methodological categories

and journals, using Ward’s method. Six main clusters reported in Figure 1 were defined.

The overall structure of the two-factor solution suggests an interpretation of the

methodological organization of the field along two major oppositions: between a

laboratory approach and a contextualized approach of social psychology on the one hand

(axis 1) and between a developmental-comparative approach and a monographic-

qualitative approach, including case studies on specific communities on the other hand

(axis 2). The first cluster (on the negative pole of the first factor) reveals the existence of a

primarily cognitive approach of social psychology that goes along with laboratory research

methods and is best represented by EJSP. Two tendencies associated with the other two

mainstream journals under study are the closest to this approach: an approach that

emphasizes the study of motivations and emotions using both experimental and

correlational methods (best represented by JPSP) on the one hand and an approach

focussing on themes of groups and identity, represented by BJSP and methodologically

characterized only by a lack of time-sensitive methods, on the other. Moving further

towards the positive pole along the first factor, a fourth cluster reflects a comparative and

differential approach related to the use of diversified samples, which is best represented by

SPQ. Located on the positive pole of the first factor and the extreme negative pole of the

second factor, a fifth cluster expresses an approach defined by applied research topics and

the qualitative study of specific populations, an approach that clearly differentiates JCASP

from the other four journals. Occupying the quadrant defined by the positive poles of both

factors, a sixth and final cluster emerges that can be identified as expressing a

developmental approach of social psychology associated with the corresponding research

methods: longitudinal studies or other methods taking into account time, age as an

explanatory variable, and samples composed of various age groups. The main theoretical

themes in this cluster are personality and coping (stress, adjustment, experiences).

Interestingly, this approach, which appears to be thematically and methodologically

consistent and clearly defined, is not closely associated with any journal of our corpus.

Historical analyses: evolution of research practices over three decades

Changes in the prevalence and nature of time-sensitive analyses. In 2000, there were

significantly fewer publications including time as an explanatory variable in both European

mainstream journals than in JPSP. A longitudinal analysis comparing the evolution of the

three mainstream journals on both continents (EJSP, BJSP and JPSP) over three decades

provides some interesting clarifications.

First, as illustrated in Figure 2, there has been an overall decrease in temporal analyses in

EJSP publications. The computation of Helmert contrasts reveals that this decrease has

been significant only between articles published in 1971–1972 in EJSP and those published

later within the same journal (B¼�0.85, p< .05). No similar decrease can be observed for
Copyright # 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. J. Community Appl. Soc. Psychol., 19: 165–181 (2009)
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Figure 2. Evolution of temporal analyses within JPSP, EJSP and BJSP publications.
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JPSP articles. For BJSP, the decrease in temporal analysis is only marginally significant

between articles published in 1985–1986 and those published later (B¼�0.70, p< .10).

For both EJSP and JPSP, there has been an important decrease in the rate of articles

reporting micro-temporal analyses (concerning changes within one research session). For

EJSP, this decrease has been significant between articles published in 1971–1972 and

subsequent publications (B¼�1.27, p< .05) as well as between articles published in

1985–1986 and those published later (B¼ 1.70, p< .01). For JPSP, the decrease has been

significant only between articles published in 1971–1972 and those published later

(B¼�1.43, p< .01). For this last journal, this tendency has been ‘compensated’ by a

simultaneous increase in articles that include longitudinal analyses, which has been

marginally significant between articles published in 1971 and subsequent periods

(B¼�1.99, p< .06). This increase contributed in an important way to the fact that the

overall frequency of temporal research has remained stable within this journal. Within

EJSP, a similar phenomenon has appeared more recently: longitudinal analyses tend to be

more frequent in articles published in 2000 than in those published in 1985–1986

(B¼ 1.83, p< .10).

Changes in the structuring of the field. A final analysis approached the issue of the

evolution of published studies within the three mainstream journals from a structural point

of view. First, the three methodological indicators (type of sample, type of design and

analysis of change) were entered simultaneously as active variables within a multiple

correspondence analysis (Greenacre, 1984) carried out on the full corpus of articles,

merging the four historical periods. The extraction of two factors, explaining together 27%

of the overall variance between categories, replicated the previously mentioned two-

dimensional structure of the field of social psychological research publications. Factor

interpretations concentrated primarily on those categories that had a relative (un-weighted)

contribution to one factor that was greater than the mean of relative contributions of all

categories to this factor, that is, >7.2%.

The first factor opposes student samples, experimental and mixed quantitative designs as

well as temporal analyses to homogeneous adult or various age samples, qualitative and

correlational designs, as well as analyses including age as an explanatory variable. This

factor thus expresses the opposition between a laboratory approach of social psychology,

drawing on experimental methods and convenience samples, and a field or contextualized

approach of the discipline, drawing on specific samples, observation rather than

manipulation of reality, and taking into account differences in age. The second factor

opposes samples composed of children or adolescents, and various age groups, as well as

correlational designs and longitudinal analyses, to qualitative designs and homogenous

adult samples. This factor seems to reflect the opposition between a developmental-

comparative approach, drawing on large-scale standardized studies and a monographic-

qualitative approach, focussing on specific sub-populations.

Figure 3 highlights the positions by historical periods of both journals and the main

authors classified by continent, projected as illustrative variables on the two-dimensional

structure defined by the mentioned paradigmatic oppositions in research practices.

Interestingly, as far as there has been some change in research practices, a different

paradigmatic opposition appears to be more relevant for describing these changes in

Europe than in North America. On the one hand, research published by North American

first authors, as well as within JPSP, appears to have shifted first—between 1971–1972 and

1992–1993—from a laboratory approach to a more contextualized approach and to have
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Figure 3. Multiple analysis of correspondences, graphical representation of factor coordinates for
journal by year (illustrative), and first author’s country by year (illustrative) on the first two factors.
Note: Active categories (defining the two factors) are based on three methodological aspects of

published articles (analyses of change, type of sample and type of design).
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returned next to an intermediate position between these two poles in 2000. On the other

hand, research published by European authors, and notably in BJSP, seems to have taken a

monographic-qualitative turn, which means that frequency of qualitative case studies of

homogenous communities has substantially increased in this journal, particularly between

1992–1993 and 2000.
DISCUSSION

Before discussing the main findings, it must be acknowledged that this study has clear

limitations. First, our analyses focus on five journals, which, admittedly, is only a small

sample of possible outlets. Social psychologists also publish studies related to

developmental social psychology in journals such as Psychology and Aging, Human

Development or Developmental Psychology, and new explorations of the questions tackled

here could include social psychological studies in these journals. Another limitation is

related to the exclusion of publications in other mainstream journals (such as Personality

and Social Psychology Bulletin, Journal of Experimental Social Psychology), other applied

journals (such as Journal of Applied Social Psychology; Basic and Applied Social

Psychology), or even other general social psychology journals with a lower impact factor or

edited in other languages (International Review of Social Psychology; Cahiers

Internationaux de Psychologie Sociale). Furthermore, the sampling was restricted mainly

to the year 2000, as well as to a four-point longitudinal analysis (years 1971, 1985, 1993,

2000) for BJSP, EJSP and JPSP. This being said, the procedure that we have followed, the

number of studies that have been coded, and the clarity of results seem to guarantee that
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this exploration has some heuristic interest for nourishing an ongoing debate on how

temporal issues are handled by social psychologists.

Results show that research strategies including a study of change are generally rare with

the exception of SPQ. Time-sensitive analyses were present more often in JPSP than in

BJSP and EJSP. Age, used as an independent variable, was also included almost

exclusively in studies and articles published by SPQ and JCASP. These results suggest that

social psychologists interested in temporal issues tend to migrate to journals oriented

towards sociological social psychology (such as SPQ) or to applied issues (such as JCASP)

and that time-sensitive methods are even less frequent in European than in Northern

American outlets. Surprisingly, however, first authors affiliated in Northern America did

not publish articles including time-sensitive analyses significantly more often than did

European authors. This could be due to the imperfect measure that national affiliation of the

first author represents to categorize a study as coming from a particular academic area.

Alternatively, this result might indicate that European researchers using temporal

explanations or using longitudinal designs tend to publish their work in North American

journals whereas American scholars may find in the EJSP a journal specialized in the

publication of experimental studies.

Regarding related methodological aspects, results confirm the impression of particularly

narrow sampling practices. With the exception of JCASP, journals published a clear

majority of articles that exclusively use student samples. This was especially the case for

EJSP and JPSP: More than two out of three articles published in these journals in 2000 are

restricted to student samples. This heavy reliance on convenience samples is associated

with an experimental methodology. Despite criticisms (Sears, 1986), many social

psychologists still develop general social psychological theories based on students entering

adulthood—most typically within wealthy contexts—and follow an implicit assumption

of universality that needs to be questioned (Norenzayan & Heine, 2005). This remark is

less applicable to articles in JCASP and SPQ (and in some degree to BJSP), which use more

diverse types of samples. Based on the institutional affiliations of first authors, we note that

there is a higher reliance on student samples in North American universities. This may be

due, among other reasons, to factors related to the institutionalization of credit systems

establishing routine research participation by students.

Surprisingly, we found a dramatic lack of information about the age of participants. In all

five journals, a majority of studies did not provide any indication. This practice contradicts

American Psychological Association (2001, p. 69) norms that clearly state that ‘age should

be defined in the description of participants in the Method section’. Most likely, authors

might assume that identifying participants as students includes implicit information about

age. However, when we consider the 62 studies that did provide information on the age of

their student participants (in 2000), there was indeed a concentrated mean minimum age of

17.9 years (SD¼ 1.05) and a range of 13–20 years. When maximum age is considered,

however, the mean is 35.4 years, the standard deviation as large as 13.1 and the range goes

from 20 to 78 years. These data indicate that the use of student samples is not a sufficient

reason to consider a sample to be homogenous. Neglecting age in the description of the

sample and in the analyses of the data can definitely be misleading, notably in experiments

using cognitive measures that may be particularly dependent on chronological age (Hess &

Blanchard-Fields, 1999).

There are clear differences among the five journal profiles in the year 2000 with regard

to methodological and thematic issues, which are organized by two dimensions: laboratory

versus contextualized studies and developmental-comparative versus qualitative-
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monographic studies. A main result is the proximity of EJSP and JPSP, both of which tend

to publish experimental studies based on student samples. These two journals differentiate

themselves from JCASP and SPQ, whose articles include more correlational studies,

homogenous adult samples and age as an independent variable. Another opposition was

observed between the American journals (JPSP and SPQ) on the one hand, which

published more papers including various age groups and longitudinal designs, and BJSP on

the other hand, which included more qualitative studies. This latter journal published a very

heterogeneous set of papers with regard to design and types of samples. However, this

appeared not to be a guarantee of an inclusion of temporal issues in research design and

data analyses.

When research topics are considered on the basis of keywords, temporal methods are

used mainly in the area of personality and coping research. Research including a temporal

dimension was not strongly associated with any of the five journals and was especially

dissociated from the European social psychology journals.

The historical comparison of articles published by BJSP, EJSP and JPSP between 1971

and 2000 suggests that the lower prevalence of time-sensitive analyses in European

journals is the outcome of an increase in longitudinal designs in the American journal over

the last few decades. An interesting result is that paradigmatic shifts did not occur in the

same way in North America as in Europe. JPSP (and consequently North American first

authors) appear to have oscillated between an experimental- versus contextual-oriented

policy of publication, whereas BJSP moved from a developmental-comparative to a

qualitative monographic approach. EJSP appears relatively stable in its focus on laboratory

research and the least concerned by paradigmatic shifts.

CONCLUSION

This paper provides empirical support for several critical accounts concerning the state of

so-called ‘mainstream’ social psychology, but it also leads to qualify some widely shared

assumptions. Main differences do not appear to be geographical. When such differences

become visible, they tend to be in an inverse direction to the one usually described. Indeed,

we found more time-sensitive research analyses published in the two American journals.

The division between the sociological and psychological perspectives (Farr, 1996;

Greenwood, 2004) seemed to be more important. The overwhelming neglect of the

temporal dimension within psychological social psychology is a serious threat to the

validity of its findings, as already noted by Moscovici (1988).
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